DECENTRALIZED
STRUCTURES WITHIN
THE CENTRAL
ORGANIZATIONAL
CHART?
NO PROBLEM WITH
ORGINIO
AND INGENTIS
ORG.MANAGER!

Organizational charts comfortably created
In orginio, your subsidiaries and branch offices can create
organizational charts with minimum effort. Structures can be
created from scratch or based on existing data. The structures
from orginio can then be integrated into your central Ingentis
org.manager organizational chart. Departments, positions and
employees are illustrated.

Flexible editing and display
- anytime, anywhere
In orginio, the organizational chart can be retrieved anytime, from
anywhere. Edit mode is activated depending on access rights,
allowing only certain users to work on the organizational chart.
This way data can be created, changed and various designs can be
selected. Simulations of structural changes can be run via simple
drag & drop. orginio provides key metrics for team or project
leaders to see. Based on individually specified rules, objects can
either take on predefined colors or they can be blanked out. In
display mode, every employee can navigate interactively through
the corporate structure. Information can be quickly located
using the search function. Views can be printed or shared with
colleagues.

Ingentis org.manager interface
Information maintained in orginio can quickly and easily be
transmitted to Ingentis org.manager over the powerful interface.
With just a few clicks, you expand the data from your central HR
system using the structures from orginio. Your group or company
organizational chart is then complete and up-to-date at all times.

No setup effort – start right away

GET STARTED
NOW AND CREATE
THE FIRST
50 EMPLOYEES
FREE OF CHARGE.

Following the one-time online registration, orginio can be
started immediately without any setup effort. The first
50 employees can be visualized free of charge in the Software-asa-Service application.

Data security
All data you have uploaded to orginio is securely and reliably
stored in ISO 27001 certified data centers. When you register you
can decide if your data is stored in an American or European data
center. The US data center at Amazon Web Services (AWS) meets
the requirements of the most security-sensitive organizations
all over the world. Besides extraordinary safety measures the
German data center, Hetzner Online, is characterized by an
excellent connection to the European Internet. The data center is
supplied entirely with green electricity.
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